
WRITING A SHORT Write your own short and Feature...from A to Z

Summer
WORKSHOPS

SYLLABUS

  PART ONE of this course will focus on students 
grasping the principles of dynamic short film 
writing and the art of purely visual expression. 
Lectures will cement an understanding of the 
dramatic implications of short form stories.
Afternoon workshops will be dedicated to students 
learning in practice, through round table discussion 
of their own ideas and in some cases, readings to 
cement an understanding of what works and does 
not work.

  PART TWO will cover the feature film script. Students 
will learn the art of dramatic construction, dialogue, 
character, plot and pacing in their theoretical 
component.
Afternoon workshops will include readings of 
scenes and treatments for feedback, written 
exercises and pitching sessions to help students 
form a definitive sense of their feature screenplay. 
Students will have their final scenes read or acted 
aloud in a public forum.

DATES & LOCATION

  July 8th until 19th at the school

  Monday to Friday from 9.30 to 18.00

FEE

950€ inclusive of taxes. Participants cater for 
their own travel and lodging. On completion of 
the workshop, participants will be provided with a 
certificate of attendance.
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CONTACT:   John Mc NULTY 

T.  00 33 (0)1 49 98 11 11 

E. inquiries@eicar.fr 

W. www.eicar.fr

PRESENTATION

  Participants will receive a thorough back-ground in 
both the principles of screenplay story structure, 
successful «pitching» and professional formatting.

  The workshop combines theoretical lessons with an 
intensive round table workshop dedicated to one on 
one feedback of students’script projects.

PARTICIPANTS

  Up to 15 participants

  Basic English is required to take the workshop

  No previous experience required

FACULTY

  The workshop is directed by a senior professional 
from our Faculty.

DELIVRABLES

  One completed four minute short film script

  A detailed treatment and synopsis for a feature film

  Four key scenes from feature film script

RECOMMENDED

Students should come prepared with ideas that 
would suit both their short film script and feature 
length projects.
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